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= Abstract = To investigate why calcification is accelerated by mechanical flexure,
in vitro calcification of segmented polyurethane (SPU) under static elongation and
dynamic mechanical flexure was performed. After the calcification period, the amo
unt of calcium deposition was increased by elongation, but the amount of calcium
deposition per unit area of the elongated surface was relatively smaller as compared
to that of the severe flexing area. Although the surface calcium concentration of the
elongated SPU was relatively smaller than the flexed area, there was the increase of
surface area by the elongation. The total amount of deposited calcium on the elon
gated SPU was increased as it is reduced to the original surface area. Therefore, the
results reveal that certain changes of surface properties by the Mechanical defor
mation accelerate the calcium deposition onto the surface and the enlargement of
surface area by the mechanical deformation results in the heavy calcification of the
severe flexing area in the SPU.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to Its superior physical, chemical and
mechanical properties and its excellent biocorn
pat ability, segmented polyurethane (SPU) has

been used successfully m many kinds of short or

long term Implantable biomedical devices such as
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pacemaker Insulator, catheters, vascular grafts,

semiocclusive dressings, mammary Implants and

artificial heart valves because of Its superior phy
sical, chemical and mechanical properties and

good biocornpatiblhty. Many of these biomedical

dev.ces are long-term implanted devices.

The polyurethane elastomers are finding mere
as.np acceptance as the biomaterial of choice In
most applications that Involve soft tissue or car

diovascular tissue (Szycher et a! 1991). Polyure

thane elastomers and Silicones are the only two
biomedical-grade polymers that approximate the

mechanophysical characteristics of human con

nective tissue. Silicones are b.ostable. histocom-








